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8
Fuzzy Systems Inference

FUZZY LOGIC is an extension of classical logic that is able to deal with imprecise in-
formation and non-discrete concepts. It has been employed very successfully in a wide
range of fields, especially in the realm of pattern recognition and control applications.

This chapter introduces a combination of genetic algorithms and fuzzy systems applied to the
extraction of non-obvious structure from numeric input data in the form of decision rules.

The chapter starts with an overview of the general concepts of fuzzy logic, Section 8.1.
Next, Section 8.2 describes related work in combining fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms.
Section 8.3 presents a genetic algorithm used to infer fuzzy decision rules from numeric input
data. It discusses the representation of fuzzy sets and expressions in the form of chromosomes,
the genetic operators applied to these chromosomes, and the evaluation of the fitness of a
fuzzy system. A series of experiments is conducted on four different sets of stock market
data, aiming to extract some of the inherent but invisible structure present in these data sets.
These experiments are described in Section 8.4. Finally, Section 8.5 contains the conclusions
drawn from the results of these experiments.

8.1 Fuzzy Logic

In real life, there are many situations that cannot be described in the strong either-or distinc-
tions of Boolean logic. If we were to give a Boolean definition of ‘tallness’, we would have
to define some length limit above which people are considered tall. However, someone who
measures 1 cm below this limit is hardly less tall than someone exceeding the limit by 1 cm.
We would rather like to give people a degree of tallness. Fuzzy logic, introduced by L. Zadeh
in the 1960’s [159], can do precisely that. It is an extension of conventional Boolean logic
which is constructed to handle the concept of partial truth, i.e., statements that are neither
completely true nor completely false. It is based on a generalization of the subset notion of
classical set theory.

8.1.1 Fuzzy Subsets

Fuzzy logic works through the use of fuzzy subsets, which differ from classical subsets. A set
is simply a collection of objects. A classical subset of some set S is defined rigidly: an object
of S is either completely in the subset, or not in the subset at all.

Truth values of Boolean logic are strongly related to membership of sets. We can define
a subset B of some set U (the universe of discourse) as containing all elements x of U for
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which the statement “x is member of B” is true. More formally, a classical subset B of a set U
can be described by the indicator function IB mapping B onto the set ftrue, falseg or f0, 1g:

IB : B ! f0, 1g ,

IB(x) =

(
0 if x 62 B ,
1 if x 2 B .

(8.1)

If an element x of U is in subset B, we have IB(x) = 1, and, conversely, if x is not in B, we
have IB(x) = 0.

Fuzzy subsets are defined similarly, but in this case, elements may be ‘somewhat’ member
of a set; a fuzzy subset F of a set U is described by a membership function µF mapping F
onto the interval [0, 1]:

µF : F ! [0, 1] . (8.2)

The value 1 represents complete membership, the value 0 represents complete non-member-
ship, and all values in between represent intermediate degrees of membership. The key ingre-
dient of fuzzy logic is the membership function µF . The degree to which the statement “x is
in F” is true is equal to the value of µF(x), and fuzzy logic provides operations to perform
calculations with these partial truth values.

Returning to our example of ‘tallness’, we can define a fuzzy subset tall, which will answer
the question “to what degree is person x tall?” Zadeh describes fuzzy subsets as linguistic
variables, which represent our cognitive categories such as tallness. Each person in our uni-
verse of discourse needs to be assigned a degree of membership of the set tall. Since tallness
is derived from a person’s height, we can define a membership function based upon this. In
the classical, ‘crisp’ case, we would simply define some limit above which a person is tall:

Itall (x) =

(
0 if height(x) � 180 cm,
1 if height(x) > 180 cm.

(8.3)

Plotting this function yields Figure 8.1.
A more natural definition might be the fuzzy membership function:

µtall (x) =

8><
>:

0 if height(x) < 150 cm,
(height(x)� 150)=50 if 150 cm � height(x) � 200 cm,
1 if height(x) > 200 cm,

(8.4)

in which people of 175 cm are ‘somewhat tallish’, people of 195 cm are ‘quite tall’, etc. If
we plot this function, we obtain Figure 8.2.

8.1.2 Logic Operations

Now that we have defined fuzzy truth values, we would like to have logic operations, analogous
to the standard Boolean operations, to be able to write down statements such as “x is low and
y is high or z is not medium”. The standard definitions in fuzzy logic are:

µ
:A(x)

def
= 1� µA(x) ,

µA^B(x)
def
= max(µA(x), µB(x)) , (8.5)

µA_B(x)
def
= min(µA(x), µB(x)) .
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Figure 8.1: The classical membership func-
tion for tallness.
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Figure 8.2: The fuzzy membership function
for tallness.

Other definitions for the ‘and’ and ‘or’ operations have been used, but the above are the most
common. If only the Boolean truth values of 0 and 1 are used, one obtains the same results
as in Boolean logic. This is known as the extension principle, which states that all results of
Boolean logic are covered by fuzzy logic when membership values are restricted to 0 and 1.
Therefore, fuzzy subsets and logic are a true generalization of classical set theory and Boolean
logic.

It is easy to prove that basic properties of Boolean logic such as commutativity, associativity,
and DeMorgan’s laws still hold in fuzzy logic. Commutativity and associativity of ^ and _
follow directly from commutativity and associativity of min and max; DeMorgan’s laws

:(A ^ B) = :A _ :B , (8.6)

:(A _ B) = :A ^ :B , (8.7)

are also evident:

µ
:(A^B)(x) = [ definition : ]

1� µA^B(x) = [ definition ^ ]

1� min(µA(x), µB(x)) = [ properties of min and max ]

max(1� µA(x), 1� µB(x)) = [ definition : ]

max(µ
:A(x), µ

:B(x)) = [ definition _ ]

µ
:A_:B(x)

and analogously for (8.7).

8.1.3 Fuzzy Rules

Fuzzy rules are very similar to the production rules used in an ordinary expert system. They
have a premise that consists of one or more antecedents, and a conclusion consisting of one
or more consequents. For example:

if x is low and y is high then z is medium.

In this example, x and y are input variables, and z is an output variable. If this is a rule in
a conventional expert system, low, high, and medium are ordinary sets, and the rule ‘fires’
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if its premise is true. In the fuzzy case, low, high, and medium are fuzzy sets, and the rule
fires to a certain degree, dependent on the truth level or degree of belief in the premise of the
rule. Each of the antecedents is evaluated using the given membership functions, yielding a
truth level; these truth levels are then combined with fuzzy operators to produce the output
activation level. This output activation level is used to either clip or scale the fuzzy output set.

8.1.4 Constructing a Fuzzy System

They main obstacle before we are able to use a fuzzy system in an application is the construc-
tion of fuzzy sets and rules. In many cases, this is done by eliciting the required knowledge
from a human expert. The categories the expert uses, such as ‘tallness’, are given a natural
translation to fuzzy sets (see Section 8.1.1) of the fuzzy system, and his decision rules are
mapped to fuzzy rules as shown in Section 8.1.3.

However, in many cases an expert is not available and the fuzzy system needs to be con-
structed more or less automatically. Neural networks are often used to tune the parameters of
the fuzzy sets, e.g. using the fuzzy associative memory model of [92], but are less suited to the
inference of fuzzy rules, because they require a weight associated with all possible rules. For
that reason, most combinations of neural networks and fuzzy systems use simple, one-level
rules that consist of conjunctions of fuzzy sets defined on the inputs of the system.

To counter this problem, several techniques have been suggested that are able to directly
manipulate fuzzy rules, including evolutionary methods such as genetic algorithms and genetic
programming. This chapter investigates the use of genetic algorithms to evolve fuzzy decision
rules, applied to the discovery of implicit structure in stock market data. Note that we do
not seek to predict the stock market; as is argued convincingly by e.g. Malkiel [112], stock
market prediction on the basis of technical analysis of stock quotes alone is inherently unable
to produce reliable long-term results. We rather want to investigate whether the combination of
GAs and fuzzy systems can be used to extract some of the hidden structure in data, and stock
quotes are merely an example of such data1. Knowledge of such structure will not suffice to
do prediction, but might be used in a larger predictive system that also incorporates external
factors.

8.2 Related Work

The combination of genetic algorithms and fuzzy systems has, in the recent past, especially
been used to optimize fuzzy controllers. Examples of this are the work of Karr et al., who,
among other applications, used GAs to adjust the membership functions of antecedent and
consequent fuzzy sets in a cart-and-pole controller, a pH control system, and a spacecraft
rendez-vous system [90, 89, 88, 91]; the genetically optimized fuzzy spacecraft attitude con-
troller of Satyadas and Krishnakumar [128]; the genetic selection of fuzzy sets in rule con-
sequents by Thrift [143]; the genetic construction of fuzzy input space partitions by Nomura
et al. [117]; the genetic optimization of fuzzy controllers by Park et al. [118] and Pham and
Karaboga [121]; and the car and jointed-pole controller of Cooper and Vidal [31].

1For an overview of the use of GAs in finance, see [15].
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A second field in which GAs and fuzzy logic have been combined is that of classifica-
tion problems. Examples of this are the classifier system of Valenzuela-Rendon [147], and the
genetic selection of fuzzy classification rules of Ishibushi et al. [84, 85].

This work of Cooper and Vidal [31] is especially interesting, because it uses a so-called
compact rule base representation, which represents a fuzzy system as an unordered list of an
arbitrary number of rules, permitting both the size and the composition of the rule base to
be determined by the genetic search. This representation clearly improves upon those used in
early combinations of GAs and fuzzy logic such as [89] and [107], in which the size of the
representation increases significantly with the number of input variables. The representation
presented in the next section, though very different from that of Cooper and Vidal, aims at
the same goal of compactness.

8.3 A Genetic Algorithm for Fuzzy Systems Discovery

8.3.1 Representation

Because a genetic algorithm will be used to search for both the fuzzy sets and the fuzzy rules
that are used to analyze our input data, our representation needs to consist of two distinct
parts: a set of (real-valued) parameters of the fuzzy sets, and a set of (symbolic) fuzzy rules
that constitute a fuzzy expression.

The fuzzy system is fed with a vector of k contiguous data points from which it has to
generate a decision. The input vector is then moved along by one data point, and the process
is repeated. Because rules that use level information do not generalize well, especially if the
data set contains a trend, only comparative operations are employed; therefore, the input to
each membership function is computed from two of the input values of the system.

Fuzzy sets

To avoid over-fitting of the input data, simple, triangular fuzzy sets are used. Each fuzzy set
is represented using two real-valued parameters: the position v on the x-axis, and the width
w of the membership function, as shown in Figure 8.3; this membership function is denoted
µv,w and defined as:

µv,w(x) =

8><
>:

(x� v + w)=w if v� w < x < v ,
(v� x + w)=w if v < x < v + w ,
0 otherwise.

(8.8)

The inputs of a membership function are normalized and clipped such that the value of v is
confined to the interval [�1, 1]; the slope width w should be positive, with some (arbitrary)
upper limit. However, the representation used here takes w 2 [�1, 1]nf0g, and if w < 0 this
is interpreted as 1� µv,�w(�), thus including the : operation in the fuzzy set representation:

outv,w(x) =

(
µv,w(x) if w > 0 ,
1� µv,�w(x) if w < 0 .

(8.9)

The input of the fuzzy system at time step t is a vector of k values [U(t � k + 1), . . . ,U(t)]
taken from a time series [U(1), . . . ,U(T)]. The input of a membership function is the relative
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Figure 8.3: Parameters of the fuzzy set representation.

difference between the values of two of the inputs, say U(t � p) and U(t � q), weighted by
a constant c (identical for all fuzzy sets) and clipped to the interval [�1, 1]:

in (U(t � p),U(t � q)) = clip

 
c �

U(t � q)�U(t � p)
1
2U(t � q) + 1

2U(t � p)

!
, (8.10)

where

clip(x) =

8><
>:
�1 if x < �1 ,
x if �1 � x � 1 ,
1 if x > 1 .

(8.11)

In all experiments, c = 10 is used, which implies that relative differences of at most 10% can
be handled before clipping occurs.

The output of the membership function is:

y = outv,w (in(U(t � p),U(t � q))) . (8.12)

The encoding of a single fuzzy set thus consists of the two input numbers p and q, and the
two membership function parameters v and w. Taking n of these fuzzy sets together, we have
a matrix that is used in the encoding of a fuzzy system:

2
664

g1 q1 v1 w1
...

...
gn qn vn wn

3
775 . (8.13)

Fuzzy rules

By DeMorgan’s laws (8.6) and (8.7), we can transform a logic expression in such a way that
all occurrences of : are at the lowest level of the expression tree. Combined with our fuzzy
set representation that includes the : operator (see (8.12)), we only need to represent the
operators ^ and _ in the fuzzy expressions.

Logic expression trees can be dissected in a number of rules of the form:

C = A op B ,

where op is either ^ or _.
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The representation of a full expression tree consisting of m rules thus forms a matrix:2
664

a1 b1 o1
...

am bm om

3
775 , (8.14)

where ai and bi denote the operands, and oi represents the operator of rule i. Since we only
have two operators, a single bit suffices to encode oi:

opoi
(x, y) =

(
min(x, y) if oi = 0 ,
max(x, y) if oi = 1 .

(8.15)

The operands ai and bi are encoded as integers which refer to the corresponding consequent
or membership value (see below).

If we combine (8.13) and (8.14), we obtain the representation of a single fuzzy system:

1 :
...

m :
m + 1 :

...
m + n :

2
66666666664

a1 b1 o1
...

...
am bm om

p1 q1 v1 w1
...

...
pn qn vn wn

3
77777777775

. (8.16)

The values of ai and bi refer to the row numbers listed in front of the matrix; thus, rules may
refer to other rules and also to fuzzy sets. To avoid cyclic structures, the range of ai and bi

is restricted to allow only references to lower levels of the expression tree. Summarizing, the
ranges of the different parameters are:

ai, bi 2 fi + 1, . . . , m + ng ,
oi 2 f0, 1g ,

p j, q j 2 f0, . . . , k � 1g ,
v j 2 [�1, 1] ,
wj 2 [�1, 1]nf0g .

(8.17)

Computation of the final output value of the fuzzy system proceeds bottom-up:

ym+n(t) = outvn,wn (in (U(t � pn),U(t � qn))) ,
...

ym+1(t) = outv1,w1 (in (U(t � p1),U(t � q1))) ,

ym(t) = opom

�
yam(t), ybm(t)

�
,

...

y(t) = opo1

�
ya1(t), yb1(t)

�
.

Finally, the output y(t) of the system is defuzzified: y(t) > 0.7 is interpreted as a positive
decision, y(t) < 0.3 as a negative decision, and 0.3 � y(t) � 0.7 as no decision. Next, the
input vector u is shifted by one position along U , and the process is repeated.
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To encode matrix (8.16), all 3m + 4n elements are concatenated, resulting in a vector
[a1, b1, . . . , vn, wn] on which the usual genetic operations can be performed.

We may either use a binary representation of all parameters and employ the corresponding
binary operators, or use a mixed integer/real-number representation and both integer and real-
number operators. Both approaches are tested in the experiments of Section 8.4.

8.3.2 Genetic Operators

Selection

Selection is carried out by a stochastic universal sampling algorithm [9], using rank-based
selection [153]. Furthermore, an elitist strategy is employed in which the best individual of
the population always survives to the next generation.

Mutation

For the binary encoding, standard bit-flip mutation is used with a mutation rate of 1=` through-
out all the experiments (` being the number of bits in the chromosome), using the heuristic
of Mühlenbein [116].

In the case of the mixed integer/real-number, integer mutation is used on the fuzzy rules
and three types of real-number mutation are used on the fuzzy sets:

1. Random mutation: a real number r 2 [p, q] is mapped to another real number r0 2 [p, q]
using a uniform random distribution;

2. Gaussian big creep: a real number r 2 [p, q] is mapped to r0 = r + N(0, σbig) (and
clipped to [p, q]) where σbig = 0.2 � (q� p);

3. Gaussian little creep: a real number r 2 [p, q] is mapped to r0 = r + N(0, σlittle) (and
clipped to [p, q]) where σlittle = 0.01 � (q� p).

The latter two are variants of Davis’ big creep and little creep operators [39] (see also Sec-
tion 2.4.3). Random mutation serves to maintain a certain level of genetic diversity in the
population to prevent premature convergence, big creep makes jumps in a fairly large neigh-
borhood of a point in the search space, and little creep helps to optimize already good values
by making small changes.

The mutation rate is kept constant at 1=(3m + 4n), i.e., it is inversely proportional to the
number of genes. However, having three different types of real-number mutation allows us
to vary the ratio of the frequencies with which these types are applied. The adaptive scheme
described in Section 6.4.3 (see Figure 6.9) is used to determine this ratio. The total mutation
probability remains constant, but the relative application frequencies of the three types change
over time. Previous experience with this scheme (see Chapter 6) has shown that it outperforms
a scheme with fixed proportions of the different mutation types.

Recombination

For both binary and mixed integer/real-number representations, standard two-point crossover
is used (see Section 2.4.2). Crossover may break chromosomes within the encoding of an
individual fuzzy set or rule. In all experiments, a crossover probability of 0.9 is used.
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8.3.3 Fitness Evaluation

Fitness evaluation is very straightforward: the fitness of a fuzzy system is simply taken to be
the cumulative profit made by applying the decisions the system produces. A positive decision
(see Section 8.3.1) is interpreted as a ‘buy’ signal, and a negative decision as a ‘sell’ signal.
Thus, the output of the system is interpreted to give a measure of whether it is advisable to
own a particular stock.

A fuzzy system S is started with a virtual capital of $1,000,000 and its fitness F(S) is
computed from:

capital(t) =

8>>><
>>>:

1,000,000 if t < k ,
capital(t � 1) if t � k and 0.3 � y(t) � 0.7 ,
capital(t � 1) + stock(t � 1) �U(t) if t � k and y(t) < 0.3 ,
0 if t � k and y(t) > 0.7 ,

stock(t) =

8>>><
>>>:

0 if t < k ,
stock(t � 1) if t � k and 0.3 � y(t) � 0.7 ,
0 if t � k and y(t) < 0.3 ,
stock(t � 1) + capital(t � 1)=U(t) if t � k and y(t) > 0.7 ,

perf(t) = capital(t) + stock(t) �U(t) ,

F(S) = perf(T) , (8.18)

where [U(1), . . . ,U(T)] is the input time series, y(t) is the output of S at time step t and k is
the input vector length (see also Section 8.3.1). For all experiments, we used k = 10; a large
value would be unwise regarding the relatively small size of the input time series (T = 350),
and a smaller input vector makes it hard to distinguish any structure at all.

Since our goal is not to play the stock market, but rather to determine whether the system is
able to extract non-obvious structure from this type of input data, transaction costs, bid/ask
spread, and other other aspects that would make our simulation resemble stock market trading
more accurately are not taken into account.

8.4 Experiments

8.4.1 Test Data

To test the genetic algorithm, it was applied to four real-life data sets, consisting of 350 con-
secutive days of stock quotes, for four different stocks: IBM, 3DO, BankAmerica, and General
Motors. The data sets are depicted in Figures 8.4–8.7.

These stocks were selected because of their differing behaviors: 3DO, after a steep rise,
falls sharply; BankAmerica fluctuates within a relatively narrow band; General Motors rises
at first, and then slowly falls; and IBM shows an upward trend.
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Figure 8.4: Stock quotes of 3DO Company.
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Figure 8.5: Stock quotes of BankAmerica Corp.
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Figure 8.6: Stock quotes of General Motors
Corp.
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Figure 8.7: Stock quotes of IBM Corp.

8.4.2 Results

Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show the results of the binary and mixed integer/real genetic algorithms,
respectively, on the four test sets of Section 8.4.1. All results are averaged over 10 runs2 of
at most 1000 generations each.

The best individual found in each of these 10 runs was saved. The tables give the fitness
of the best and average of these 10 individuals, and the average number of generations until
these individuals were found. The error bounds in the tables are determined from the 95%

2The experiments on both binary and integer representations used the same 10 (randomly generated) initial
populations.
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Stock Best Average profit Generations
3DO 12335000 10882380 � 287488 1678 � 103
BankAm. 1187800 893298 � 35904 711 � 67
GM 2022800 1351080 � 70033 1394 � 141
IBM 2929100 2537730 � 84056 1445 � 156

Table 8.1: Results on the four test sets, using binary encoding and operators, averaged over 10 runs.

Stock Best Average profit Generations
3DO 12900000 10492300 � 296640 1572 � 63
BankAm. 1333000 999073 � 38791 1651 � 73
GM 1565500 1313737 � 38918 1492 � 145
IBM 2836200 2545260 � 37049 1446 � 89

Table 8.2: Results on the four test sets, using mixed integer/real encoding and operators, averaged
over 10 runs.

confidence interval given by a standard t-test.
These tables show no conclusive advantage of either the binary GA or the mixed integer/real

GA. On BankAmerica, the integer/real GA performs slightly better on average, but its best
score on General Motors is clearly worse. All other differences in results are well within the
confidence intervals.

It is clear that the best overall result for both GAs is achieved on 3DO, the test case that
shows the largest relative jumps in the stock quotes. Second best is IBM, due to the contin-
uously upward trend. Worst (but still positive) is BankAmerica, which shows a fluctuating
behavior without clear trends.

The results of the best performing solutions found by the mixed integer/real GA for each
of the four test cases are plotted in Figures 8.8–8.11, showing, for each time step t, both the
relative stock value stock(t)=stock(1) and the solution’s relative performance perf(t)=perf(1).

As an example, Figure 8.12 shows the five fuzzy sets of the best solution generated by the
integer/real GA for the BankAmerica test case. The fuzzy expression associated with these
sets is:

y(t) = [out2 (U(t),U(t � 3)) ^ out4 (U(t � 6),U(t � 2))]

^ [out5 (U(t � 2),U(t � 5)) ^ out3 (U(t � 7),U(t � 6))] (8.19)

This is the direct representation of the generated solution, which may of course be simplified.
If we translate this decision rule in natural language, it will be something like: “buy if U(t)

is lower than U(t � 3) and U(t � 2) is much higher than U(t � 6) and U(t � 2) is close to
U(t�5) and U(t�7) is quite close to but a little higher than U(t�6),” and, conversely, “sell
if one of these conditions is not fulfilled” (i.e., has a truth value less than 0.3).

If we look at this rule more closely, we observe that it detects a local minimum around
U(t�6): “U(t�2) is much higher than U(t�6)” and “U(t�2) is close to U(t�5)” together
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Figure 8.8: Relative system performance and
stock quotes of 3DO Company.
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Figure 8.9: Relative system performance and
stock quotes of BankAmerica Corp.
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Figure 8.10: Relative system performance and
stock quotes of General Motors Corp.
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Figure 8.11: Relative system performance and
stock quotes of IBM Corp.

imply a substantial rise from U(t � 6) to U(t � 5), and “U(t � 7) is quite close to but a little
higher than U(t � 6)” implies a small fall from U(t � 7) to U(t � 6).

Furthermore, it detects a downward movement from U(t� 3) to U(t). Combining this with
the local minimum around U(t � 6) suggests that the rule is triggered if we have just seen a
‘hill’ between U(t�5) and U(t�3). Seemingly, the system supposes that we are in a ‘valley’
and it expects to see a new rise of the stock’s value.
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Figure 8.12: Fuzzy sets out1 – out5, for the BankAmerica test case.

8.5 Discussion

This chapter has shown that it is possible to use genetic algorithms for extracting fuzzy deci-
sion rules from stock market data. These rules use structure present in the input data, which
is not apparent to the observer. The algorithm was tested on four different stocks, selected
for their different behaviors; on all test sets, a positive result was obtained. No conclusive
advantage of either the binary encoding or mixed integer/real-number encoding was found in
the experiments.

The rules generated by the genetic algorithms could be dubbed ‘grey box’ solutions. Al-
though these rules are probably not equivalent to the rules a human expert would come up
with, and in that sense analogous to the black box solutions of neural network-based systems,
they allow us to look into the box and describe its operation by translating the fuzzy member-
ship functions back into linguistic variables. Such an analysis is in most cases much harder—if
possible at all—with neural networks.

These fuzzy expressions are not sufficient for a system that is to be used for prediction
purposes. Changes in trends and other developments that are influenced by external factors
cannot be predicted from stock market data alone. However, it would be interesting to integrate
this approach with other methods that take such exogenous variables into account.

Furthermore, rather than using a single fuzzy expression that tells how advisable it is to
own a particular stock, we might use two expressions, one for ‘buy’ decisions and one for
‘sell’ decisions. This might yield a more detailed insight in the behavior of the stocks.




